Heritage Barn Nominations - Round Sixteen

ISLAND COUNTY

Schleipman Barn, Oak Harbor – c.1925
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ISLAND COUNTY

Fred Grimm Farm, Langley – 1926
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ISLAND COUNTY

Dan Earlywine Farm/ Nienhuis Farm, Coupeville – c.1940
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ISLAND COUNTY

Walter & Elida Aubert Barn / Smith Prairie Farm, Coupeville – c.1910
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LINCOLN COUNTY

Peter & Ellen McKay Farm / Millikan Farm, Almira – 1916
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LINCOLN COUNTY

Clarence Hatch Farm / McKay Farm, Almira – 1918
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PIERCE COUNTY

Topstall Farm, Roy – 1940
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SPOKANE COUNTY

Patrick & Kate Sarsfield, Spokane – 1939
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SPOKANE COUNTY

Stuart Farm, Elk – 1916
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SPOKANE COUNTY

Hildenbrandt Ranch / Tawasentha Ranch, Colbert – c.1890
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STEVENS COUNTY

Francis A. Short Farm/ Weber Family Farm, Colville – c.1906
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THURSTON COUNTY

Cross Creek Alpaca Rescue, Tenino – 1914
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